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This month it has been officially announced that old Kara Tepe camp will be

officially closed by the beginning of May . In the last days of April they

already started moving families from the Kara Tepe camp to the new RIC .

This is very sad to see , families and vulnerable people that had relatively

good living conditions are now moved to a tent inside the new camp . It is

dehumanizing . 

In April a lot of our community members have received a negative answer to

their asylum claim and we here more organizations with the same situation .

It feels like the interviews have not even been properly processed . We are

advising our community members to appeal and come with additional

documentation . We are very worried about this situation and hope everyone

gets at least a fair chance to receive asylum . 

This month Aegean Boat Report have registered 47 illegal pushbacks in the

Aegean Sea , performed by the Hellenic coast guard , 1515 people , children ,

women and men , have been denied their right to seek asylum . 5 boats

arrived on Lesvos carrying 166 people . 1481 people were transfered . 

SITUATION  ON  LESVOS

SITUATION  IN  ATHENS
In Athens the lockdown is expected to be lifted at the beginning of next

month and therefore there is more activity going on . The people in Athens

are busy to prepare Greek Easter . We hear and see from our community that

people living in Helios accommodation are being left alone after the

support finishes . Therefore many have to move back to camps closeby

Athens which leads to again overcrowded capacities .

GENERAL  UPDATES
The 12th of April was the start of Ramadan . Many of our community

members fast during this month which means that our teams are generally

training a bit less fanatic . We wish all our community members , and beyond ,

Ramadan Mubarak ! 

We are super happy with the news that in May things will open up again . For

what we know now this means the gym can open again the 10th of May . For

the measure concerning COVID-19 we are not sure what they will be , what

we expect to know more in the beginning of May . 



Martial arts

46.2%

Parkour

1.5%

Zumba

4.6%

Bodybuilding

9.2%

Yoga

6.2%

Field sports

13.8%

Women sports Mytilini

12.3%
MEN

73.5%

WOMEN

26.5%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per day :

17 

27

550

380

Division of students over the different projects 
(Lesvos + Athens):

Number of men/women 
in the projects:

+ 1

+ 0

- 80

- 30

Compared to
last month

270 students
practicing  daily

10 sports offered 
(camp, city and online)

3  volunteers
2 coordinators

18 community
coaches

Lesvos

Athens
110 students

practicing  daily
8 sports offered 

 (park and online)
3 coordinators 10 community

coaches

THE  PROJECT  IN  NUMBERS



Yoga:

- Vinyasa yoga (in the

camp)

- Running (in the camp

and in Mytilini)

- Bodybuilding (in the

camp)

Martial Arts:

- Muay Thai/ Kickboxing (in

the camp)

- Boxing (in the camp)

- Kung Fu (in the camp)

Field sports:

- Football (in the camp)

- Volleyball (in Kara Tepe)

Activities for women:

- Monday to Thursday in

Mytilini (zumba, fitness &

yoga)

PROJECT  UPDATES
We have prepared the gym for reopening in the last

weeks of April and we can 't wait for the moment to

be there ! The only thing we are worried about is if

the camp will also be opened and how our students

and teachers will be able to attend the classes . We

started preparing plastified cards for all our teachers

and students and hope that this will be enough for

the camp management to let them come to the

gym . 

We started again with women activities in Mytilini 5

days per week . We teach yoga , zumba and fitness ,

Our teacher house needed a little upgrade and

together we have found some new inventory , tables ,

chairs , etc . 

In the camp the activities are still going on ! On the

new Football field sponsored by the Johan Cruyff

Foundation our teams are also able to train when it

is free .

LESVOS  



We were approached by Mohammad , an amazing

parkour athlete from Afghanistan , to become our

Parkour teacher and start a cooperation with the

International Parkour Federation (IPF). Half April we

had a meeting with Mohammad and David from IPF

and we are very excited to start an official

collaboration between our organizations . Mohammad  

and Aref , one of our coordinators , started practicing

parkour and soon he will start teaching for YSR . 

In the last week of April Estelle went to Ioannina with

Morteza , our running coach . They were invited by

Habibi works to start to collaborate to offer (more)

sports to the people in Ioannina and Katsikas camp .

Estelle and Morteza did a small teach the teacher

trainer and helped the team there with tips and

tricks . We hope that we can soon start an official

collaboration and have a coordinator go to Ioannina

to set up a full sport program . However for this to

succeed we first need to find the right financial

support . 

PROJECT  UPDATES

ATHENS

NEW  SCHEDULE  

Our founder , Estelle , turned 30 this

month (the 21st)! Of course this had

to be mentioned somewhere in this

monthly overview ! We celebrated it

with some good food and , of course ,

a good training ! 

ON  A  SIDE  NOTE



SOME  AMAZING  PICTURES  OF  

"TEAM  ENERGY  ATHENS"



Box of clothes Emannuel Millet

Clothes Running junkies

2 pairs of shoes HOKA 

Income

Our total income this month : 4 .260 (-1580)

Income from general donations : 1 .237 (-997)

Income from volunteer house : 0

Support from Three Peas : 400

KONFRONT (rent): 0

Monthly donors : 60  

Specific donation (Trifugee): 600 

OHF support : 1963 

Income per category: 

Other forms of support
Physical donations :

GENERAL  FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Trifugee
14%

Three Peas
9.3%

Website
13.2%

Monthly
1.4%

Transfer
14%

OHF
45.7%

Expenses

Our total expenses this month : 5 .341 (-2 .599)

Expenses Lesvos : 2 .680 (+327) 

Expenses Athens : 1 .180 (-1 .507)

General expenses : 1 .476 (-1 .424)

Expenses per category: 

Travel
1.9%

Gym Lesvos
16%

Equipment Lesvos
5.7%

Equipment Athens
1.4%

Housing
40.4%

Human Resources
26.5%

General Fundraising Update

We are extremely thankful that One

Happy Family is helping us for three

months to be able to cover a part of

our necessary expenses . We received

an amazing donation from Trifugee to

prepare for re-opening the gym and

another 600 euros from the Dutch

boys that also reaised money for us in

December . HOKA sponsored Estelle

and Nina with shoes and we hope for

more cooperation in the future . 

Explanation of Expenses

The expenses we made this month was

the bare minimum of what is necessary .

We didn 't have any expenses for teacher

support , since there were still enough

LIDL cards from last month for all the

teachers on Lesbos and the teacher

support in Athens was already

accounted in the last month . We spent a

lot of money on housing because we

had to pay for all utilities of the first 6

months of the year . 



Social media

Facebook (YSR)
Total likes : 3 .199 (+7) 

Total followers : 3 .451 (+10)

Total posts : 9

Instagram (YSR)
Total followers : 2 .840 (+30)

Total posts : 9

Facebook (YSR Athens)
Total likes : 562

Total followers : 599

Total posts : 4

Instagram (YSR Athens)
Total followers : 515

Total posts : 4

Mahdi (dancing)

Zaki (yoga)

Aziz (bodybuilding)

Navid (boxing)

Habib (boxing)

Sangali (Kung Fu)

Mahdi (Muay Thai)

Rohele (Taekwando)

Zia (Parkour)

Nassim (Karate)

Yadullah (yoga)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Jaweed (Judo)

Wahid (Wrestling)

Mahmoud (Swimming)

Aman (Football)

Jawad (Football)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Ali (bodybuilding)

Sohaila (Fitness women)

Aref (taekwando)

Ehsan (Kung-Fu)

Iqbal (Boxing)

Morteza (running)

Mohadise (yoga)

Hamid (Muay Tai)

Nasrin (Zumba)

Update on teachers 

Current teaching team : 

Lesvos : 

Athens :

Aisling

Leo

Kirstine

Update on volunteers 

Coordinators : Miren , Louise , Aref ,

Ali , Soheyla .

Unfortunately both Miren and
Louise temporarily left the island
because of personal reasons.

The volunteers in April :

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

None this month

Publications

New HOKA 's for Estelle and Nina !

Hopefully more is coming soon !



Have the administration in order
(01/03/2021)

Create the support team
(15/03/2021)

Diversify the Board of Directors
(01/06/2020)

Create more sustainable income
(Action point for all year)

PRIORITIES
GENERAL PRIORITIES

We are waiting for the financial

documents of 2020 and we are

preparing the contracts for the

coordinators and directors . However

this is legally very difficult and we

have to sort out with the accountant

how we can do this in a way it is both

beneficial for YSR and the

coordinators . 

Our second meeting with the full

team is planned for May 3 . Rick is

leading the team . We are looking for

more people to join the support

team .

No progress since last month . 

We have handed in many funding

applications and we are talking to

more donors . This is work in progress . 

Make a new registration system

Work with community volunteers

Invite the local community for
climbing

Make an elaborate mapping and
stakeholder analysis to create
collaborations with other
organizations in Athens

Find at least 3 other local sports
organizations to exchange
teachers and students with

Offer more classes exclusively for
women 

PRIORITIES LESVOS

We are making student and teacher

cards for them to be able to attend

the classes and for the registration

in the gym . We hope this will work

for the camp management . 

We have to wait until the gym is

open

We have to wait until the gym is

open

PRIORITIES ATHENS 

This is finalized and we are now

talking to potential partners . 

We have started to contact gyms in

March . However , without the gym

being open it is difficult to to put

this into place .

No specific progress in Athens . But

we went to Ioannina to see if we can

develop a sport program there

specifically aimed at women . We

also added women sports to the

schedule in Mytilini 

UPDATE  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES
QUICK  SUMMARY



Zahra Khware
Team energy Athens .

 

"I met a girl that's training with team
Energy in Athens. That is why I
started coming. I train 3 times in the
week. I want to be strong and able to
do what I want. However, my goal is
to become a professional actor."

Iqbal
Boxing coach in Athens

"I didn't have a house in Athens for 7
months. It was very difficult. I was so
angry for living under these
circumstances. I was training every
day. Boxing made me feel better. My
goal is to go to Germany and become
world champion in boxing."

MESSAGE  FROM  THE  COMMUNITY

WITH  THANKS  TO  OUR  PARTNERS:

HABIBI Refugym VidMob

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

IPF

Three Peas

LAVA KONFRONT LessTalkAthletics Spanos


